View of site from southeast corner of the 40-acre tract. Photographer, Thomas H. Simmons, October 2006.
Ludlow Tent Colony Site from railroad grade to west. Photographer, Thomas H. Simmons, October 2006.
Ludlow Monument (west face) with Death Pit in foreground; inside wrought iron fence of the commemorative area. Photographer, Thomas H. Simmons, October 2006.
Ludlow Monument (east and north face); inside wrought iron fence of commemorative area. Photographer Thomas H. Simmons, June 2006.
Inside Death Pit below ground; inside wrought iron fence of the commemorative area. Photographer Thomas H. Simmons, June 2006.
Death Pit; inside wrought iron fence of commemorative area. Photographer Thomas H. Simmons, June 2006.
Speakers’ Stand/Picnic Pavilion (right) and Well Shed (left); inside the chain link fence of commemorative area. Photographer, Thomas H. Simmons, October 2006.

Location of trash midden near Del Agua Arroyo at the northwest corner of the parcel. Photographer, Colorado Coalfield War Archeology Project, summer 1998.


Recovered artifact: cartridge cases and bullets. Photographer, Colorado Coalfield War Archeology Project, 1998-2002


Tent cellar excavation, Locus 12, Feature 74. Photographer, Colorado Coalfield War Archeology Project, August 2000.